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Allied Tactical Gear is a US based company founded in 2006.

Our mission is to off er the highest quality tactical gear that can withstand the severity 
of front line combat. Functionality, durability and overall comfort are fundamental to 
enhance the operator’s performance in the fi eld.

Allied Tactical gear’s cutting edge tactical equipment is designed to the highest 
standards available in the industry. We also off er offi  cial A-TACS and Multicam 
camo, with N.I.R. Infra-red and UV light treatment available.  All of our materials, 
webbing, and threads are manufactured in the USA, and our products are certifi ed 
military spec. quality. Many of the products have been developed following direct 
feedback from Special Forces and front line military units serving in combat theaters 
throughout the Middle East. 

Allied Tactical gear has been tried, tested, and proven in the most intense and critical 
combat environments. Today, Allied is recognized as a worldwide supplier of high 
quality tactical equipment you know you can trust. 

For custom colors or sizes or for information on related products, please contact your 
sales representative.
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HELMETS

COMBAT BALLISTIC HELMET
ACh-1 

This Level IIIA helmet is manufactured with unique processes that provide 
enhanced ballistic protection at a lower weight, improving comfort and 
mobility without sacrifi cing ballistic performance. As a standard, the helmet 
comes confi gured with state of the art retention and impact mitigation 
technologies and accessory interfaces. Additional accessories are available 
to support a variety of operational requirements.

Full coverage cut around the ears and brow providing enhanced coverage 
while maintaining unrestricted interface with communications systems, 
NVg’s, and weapon optics, with increased nape protection.

Features a Padded Leather Sweatband, Soft Nylon Mesh headliner, and a 
Four Point Adjustable Suspension

Available sizes: S/M, L/XL

Colors:

PASGT HELMET
PASgT-1

The PASgT (Personal Armor System ground Troops) helmet is lightweight 
and functional with optimal protection, comfort and insulation for all 
situations and weather conditions.

Features Multiple suspension options including 3 or 4 point adjustable 
harness, and a Padded system

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL

Colors:
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HELMETS

BUMP HELMET
CT-BUMP 

Features a Lightweight (non-ballistic) Design, Upper dovetail accessory rail 
for mounting devices such as low-profi le lights and helmet cams, Lower 
dovetail accessory rail for mounting communication headsets, battery pack, 
and other accessories, Top and side strips of loop for attaching hook sided 
devices like illuminators, strobe lights, and/or battery packs, Front mount 
for night vision, cameras, or other optic devices, and Padded suspension 
system with an adjustable 4-point harness

Available sizes: Universal

STRIKER TACTICAL HELMET
BD-CBT

The Striker Tactical helmet IIIA is designed according to the latest US Military 
requirements, utilizing the most advanced ballistic protection against 
handgun ammunition. The shell is composed of multi-layered advanced 
composite; The harness assembly consists of the ACh Comfi pad suspension 
system and a four point harness with a leather lined chin strap. The reduced 
profi le enables a wider peripheral and upward fi eld of view, for better 
situational awareness and unrestricted movement, and also accommodates 
protective goggles, night vision goggles (NVg), and a communication system.

The fi rst stand-alone chinstrap to feature dial-adjustable fi t. The Boa® 
Closure System provides the ultimate in stability, adjustment and fi t while 
remaining lightweight and durable. Taking it one step further, the retention 
system is compatible with a wide variety of helmet liner systems as well as 
most common ballistic shell styles.

Available sizes: S/M, L/XL

Colors:

Colors:
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HELMETS

SCOUT BALLISTIC HELMET
AW-210 

The Scout Ballistic helmet is rated Level IIIA and is a lightweight, multi-impact 
helmet developed with high V50 ballistic performance without sacrificing 
safety or comfort. The Scout Ballistic helmet off ers optional Padding and 
Retention Systems.

The Scout also includes a proprietary 4 Position Accessory Rail and Shroud 
System manufactured with T-6 carbon aluminum for a lifetime of use and 
durability with many attachment points, and the donning and doffing of 
head borne accessories.

Each helmet comes with Velcro kit included. Available with 3 or 4-point 
adjustable harness (optional padding systems available). Coated with an 
epoxy primer and a Mil-Spec chemical agent resistant coating (CARC).

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL

Colors:

XC BALLISTIC HELMET
F7-XC

This Level IIIA helmet is manufactured with unique processes that provide 
enhanced ballistic protection at a lower weight, improving comfort and 
mobility without sacrifi cing ballistic performance. As a standard, the helmet 
comes confi gured with state of the art retention and impact mitigation 
technologies and accessory interfaces. Additional accessories are available 
to support a variety of operational requirements.

half cut around the ears and brow for unrestricted interface with 
communications systems, NVg’s, and weapon optics, with increased nape 
protection over the maritime cut.

Features integrated Pad Set, Cam Retention System, Three hole Shroud, and 
ACh-ARC Rails

Available sizes: S/M, L/XL

Colors:
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HELMETS

ACH STRIKER HELMET
ACh-CT

The ACh Striker ACh Level IIIA Mid Cut Ballistic helmet is designed according 
to the latest US Military requirements, utilizing the most advanced ballistic 
protection against handgun ammunition. The harness assembly consist of 
the ACh Comfi pad suspension system and a four point harness with a nape 
pad and leather lined chin strap. The Mid-Cut allows the operator to wear 
ear muff s without interference from the helmet.

Circumference is measured around head, similar to hat sizing. All sizes are 
measured in inches. If a measurement falls on a dividing line between sizes, 
select the larger of the two sizes. Reason: Maximum Ballistic Protection.

Available sizes: S, M, L, XLColors:

PASGT STRIKER HELMET
PASgT-CT

The PASgT (Personnel Armor System for ground Troops) Striker helmet is 
designed according to the latest US Military requirements, utilizing the most 
advanced protection against handgun ammunition. The shell is composed 
of a multi-layered advanced composite. The harness assembly consist of 
the standard three point harness with options for other harness assemblies 
unique impact protection.

Circumference is measured around head, similar to hat sizing. All sizes are 
measured in inches. If a measurement falls on a dividing line between sizes, 
select the larger of the two sizes. Reason: Maximum Ballistic Protection.

Available sizes: S, M, L, XLColors:
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HELMET COVERS

ACH HELMET COVER
hC-ACh 

Individually sized and 100% fi t tested the ACh helmet Cover is designed to 
fi t MICh/ACh Ballistic helmets. A stretch fi t ensures that it remains in place 
during Free Fall or Rotary Wing Operations. Loop is positioned for attachment 
of IFF capabilities and is pattern/color matched. Perfect for changing your 
helmet’s pattern, preserving its fi nish and dampening noise during impact.

helmet covers are seeing a resurgence in the special operations community 
due to their ease of use in changing a helmet’s appearance for various areas 
of operation. Not only do they off er the operator the ability to heighten his 
camoufl age, but they protect the helmet as well. One of the other benefi ts 
to using a helmet cover is the ability to help fi t in with other operators from 
other teams or branches who might be using a diff erent pattern than you. 

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL

Colors:

BUMP HELMET COVER
hC-BP

Individually sized and 100% fi t tested the ACh helmet Cover is designed to 
fi t Bump and Striker Tactical helmets. A stretch fi t ensures that it remains 
in place during Free Fall or Rotary Wing Operations. Loop is positioned for 
attachment of IFF capabilities and is pattern/color matched. Perfect for 
changing your helmet’s pattern, preserving its fi nish and dampening noise 
during impact.

The Bump helmet Cover is built from solid-stretch material and mesh. The 
mesh portions make this version particularly well-suited for customization 
because it allows the operator to make use of the integrated vent holes in 
the helmet. 

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colors:
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PLATE CARRIERS

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE CARRIER
IRC-75

Made from 1000D Cordura, the Immediate Response Carrier (IRC) is a 
minimalistic plate carrier that is robust and highly functional. The IRC is 
fully adjustable to fi t end users of all sizes. With its 2 in. wide side release 
buckles, the IRC can be quickly donned and doff ed and not interfere with 
utility belt equipment. It has three rows of MOLLE webbing on the front to 
attach external load bearing equipment and a 4x8 loop panel on the font 
and rear carriage to attach ID placards. 

Available sizes: Universal

Colors:

TRIPLE MAG PLATE CARRIER
TMPC-64

Made from 1000D Cordura, the Triple Mag Plate Carrier (TMPC) is an ideal 
plate carrier to use for combat patrols. The TMPC comes with a sewn-in triple 
open top M4 magazine pouch that will accept both P-Mags and Stanag Mags. 
It also has three rows of MOLLE webbing on the front and rear carriage to 
attach external load bearing equipment, a robust drag handle, 3x10 loop 
handle panel to attach ID placards, and removable padded shoulder straps 
for added comfort. 

The 2 in. wide elastic webbing along with the quick release buckles allows 
the TMPC to hug the body and expand during tactical movements, making 
for quick donning and doffi  ng. C

Available sizes: Universal
Colors:
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PLATE CARRIERS

WARTHOG-1 PLATE CARRIER
hg001

The Warthog-1 Plate Carrier includes Removable padded shoulder straps 
with 3D mesh, a Triple M4 open top magazine pouch, two Single M4 open 
top magazine pouches, two general Purpose Pouches, a Removable single 
point bungee rifle sling, MOLLE cummerbund capable of accepting Level IIIA 
inserts, and an ABS cummerbund insert for added rigidity.

Available sizes: Universal

Colors:

WARTHOG-3 PLATE CARRIER
hg003

The Warthog-3 Plate Carrier includes Removable padded shoulder straps with 
3D mesh, an Admin pouch, a Utility pouch, a Triple M4 open top magazine 
pouch, two Single M4 open top magazine pouches, two general Purpose 
Pouches, a Removable single point bungee rifle sling, MOLLE cummerbund 
capable of accepting Level IIIA inserts, and an ABS cummerbund insert for 
added rigidity.

Available sizes: Universal

Colors:
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PLATE CARRIERS

AMBASSADOR PLATE CARRIER
SPC-90

The Ambassador is a lightweight, robust plate carrier made from 1000D Cordura.  It is designed to meet the high 
standards of end users that wear ballistic protective equipment during life saving incidents.  The Ambassador Plate 
Carrier off ers ample rows of MOLLE webbing to attach external load bearing equipment.  It has removable 3D mesh 
padded shoulder straps and an integrated 1/8” closed cell foam sewn inside the front and rear body side for added 
comfort.

The Ambassador includes PALS Webbing for MOLLE attachments, Removable 3D mesh padded shoulder straps 
with keepers, Robust Drag handle, Internal Stirrup to properly adjust height of hard armor plates, and Adjustable 
Cummerbund with pouch to accepts soft armor cummerbund inserts.

Available sizes: Universal

Colors:
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ARMOR

LEVEL IV STAND-ALONE ARMOR
4S17M

Protection Level IV Stand-alone armor piercing. NIJ Standard 0101.06. This 
product has been certified compliant by NIJ and has been special threat 
tested and validated according to OEM protocol. Made of reinforced ceramic 
strike face with composite backing, 1000D Cordura textured nylon, ultra 
high molecular weight polyethylene.

LEVEL III STAND-ALONE ARMOR
3S11

Protection Level III Stand-alone high velocity rifle. NIJ Standard 0101.06. This 
product has been certified compliant by NIJ and has been special threat 
tested and validated according to OEM protocol. Made of 1000D Cordura 
textured nylon and ultra high molecular weight polyethylene.

LEVEL III+ RIFLE THREAT ARMOR
SRT-1520

Protection Level III+ in conjunction with Level IIIA rifle protection. NIJ 
Standard 0101.06. This product has been certified compliant by NIJ and has 
been special threat tested and validated according to OEM protocol. Made of 
high density ceramic with composite backing, covered with 1000D Cordura 
textured nylon, and ultra high molecular weight polyethylene.
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ARMOR

ARMOUR WEAR BULLETPROOF UNDERWEAR
AW415

Armour Wear Bulletproof underwear is hard enough to stop bullets but still soft enough to be comfortable. A couple 
of other factors were mobility and breathability. how could Armour Wear build a strong, durable item that still 
allowed the wearer to have air circulation and range of motion? We accomplished this with the construction of 
ballistic panels which overlap. This dissipates heat by allowing the user to move with much less restriction. This gives 
the user the best of both worlds: strength and mobility. 

2 Bulletproof Underwear in a pack with 1 set of Ballistic Panels

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Colors:
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AMMO POUCHES

WARRIOR PACKAGE
BAN-3

The Warrior Package Ammo Pouch Kit includes one Shellback Tactical 
Banshee Plate Carrier, one Triple Molle Open M4/5.56mm Pouch, one 
Adjustable Radio Pouch (Fits Motorola 5000 series), and one Small Moll 
Utility Zippered Pouch.

Triple Open Mag pouch holds 3 x 5.56mm mags in a compact panel 
confi guration. The Triple Open Mag uses the MOLLE system to attach to any 
compatible rig, vest or belt. It can also be used on Warrior packs and bags, 
for example the Warrior grab Bag and takes up 6 horizontal rows of MOLLE.

The Adjustable Radio Pouch (ARP) has secure elastic binding allowing for 
a universal fi t for a variety of coms units. Internally there is a Velcro strip 
that can be adjusted to determine the radio height and a corded retention 
strap with a fast tex fastener which can be adjusted to fi t.The whole pouch is 
padded internally to provide protection under the most adverse conditions. 

Colors:

LIMITLESS GEAR POUCH
MC-R

Featuring the new MOLLE/PALs attachment system the Rapidly Scalable 
Equipment Ensemble RSEE. RSEE allows you to mount and dismount the 
OPFOR from 2×2 MOLLE/PALs surfaces in seconds. Now you can fi nally take 
full advantage of the modular nature of your equipment.

The OPFOR also features a lidless Positive Magazine Retention PMR system. 
Magazines are automatically locked in place just like in your weapons 
magazine well and can be quickly and easily withdrawn from the OPFOR by 
applying a simple twist and pull. This eliminates the need for fl aps or bungee 
cords that prevent access to your next magazine.

Featuring Fast and Secure Attachment to 2×2 MOLLE/PALs Surfaces with 
RSEE, Lidless Positive Magazine Retention for AR-15 / M4 Compatible 
Magazines, Attachment Slots for Stacking OPFORs, Confi dently Carry 
Magazines in Normal or Inverted Orientations, 100% Made in the USA from 
US Materials, Made from high Strength Polymer

Colors:
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AMMO POUCHES

.338 SINGLE MAG POUCH
EO-338

Designed to to hold 1 x .338 Lapua 8.6mm x 70mm mag for the L115A1/3 AW 
and AWM. This pouch also comes with internal black lining. It can also hold 
1 x .300 Win Mag (7.62mm x 67mm ) Mag Pouch or 1 x Standard 7.62mm 
x 51mm. The .338 single mag takes up 3 horizontal rows of MOLLE on 
compatible plate carriers, rigs and bags.

Colors:

.50 CAL POUCH
MC-R

Allied’s .50 Cal Mag Pouch is designed to hold most manufactured .50 caliber 
10 round magazines including the Barrett M82. Made from 500D Mil-Spec 
Cordura with reinforced lining and secured with both Velcro and clip closure 
systems. The rear of the pouch attaches to Belts and Rigs and uses 4 x rows 
of MOLLE.

Colors:



Colors:
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AMMO POUCHES

DOUBLE ELASTIC MAG POUCH
DEMP-2

The Double Elastic Mag Pouch (EMP) is designed to allow a low profi le 
solution which off fers retention with the benefi ts of fast access of speed 
reloads. Designed to hold M4 & AK style mags.  The Elastic Mag Pouch is also 
available in Single and Triple confi gurations to suit your operation demands. 
The Double EMP takes up 4 horizontal rows of MOLLE.

DOUBLE M4 MAG POUCH
MC-R

The DM4 (Double M4) pouch holds 4 – M4/SA80 5.56mm mags. The DM4 has 
a heavy duty style fl ap for more robust use. The DM4 takes up 4 horizontal 
rows of MOLLE on compatible plate carriers, rigs and bags.

Colors:



Colors:
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AMMO POUCHES

OPEN AK MAG POUCH
DMOP-AK

The 7.62mm mag pouch with elastic retention for fast, smooth mag changes 
is a low profi le pouch. Utilising the MOLLE system pouches can be confi gured 
side by side or stacked up suiting the individual operators preference. 
Each pouch has 2 MOLLE arms at the rear for attachment and takes up 2 
horizontal rows of MOLLE.

OPEN M4 MAG POUCH
DMOP-M4

The Double 5.56mm Open Mag Pouch. holds M4 and SA80 Mag. The Double 
5.56mm open takes up 4 horizontal rows of MOLLE on compatible plate 
carriers, rigs and bags.

Colors:



Colors:
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ELBOW PADS

SLIP-IN ELBOW PADS
88EP00BK

Slip-In Neoprene Elbow Pads are constructed of 5mm neoprene with a 
smooth nylon backing, for comfort and durability, Contoured, ergonomic 
cut for full motion, Nylon backing for easy insertion

TACTICAL ELBOW PADS
802600BK

The Tactical Elbow Pads were designed for maximum impact protection and 
long-lasting comfort. These elbow pads stay in place and absorb impact 
to keep wearers safe and focused on the task at hand. The lightweight 
construction features a molded polyurethane cap atop a 600 denier nylon 
shell, which is sturdy and durable enough to handle any amount of pressure 
for maximum protection. The contoured interior ledge prevents slipping 
and the closed-cell foam padding prevents water from entering the shell. 
There are elastic hook and loop straps to keep the pads in place and are fully 
adjustable for a customizable fi t. These elbow pads are sold in pairs.

Colors:



Colors:
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KNEE PADS

SLIP-IN TACTICAL KNEE PADS
87KP00CT

The Slip-in Tactical Knee Pads feature a Poly core semi fl exible structure, Fits 
into the hPFU and I.T.S, Flexible and contoured for easy insertion, lightweight 
and durable for comfort and performance, core provides resistance and 
structure, and Soft brushed liner and mesh outside cover off ers moisture 
wicking and comfort.

ADVANDED TACTICAL KNEE PADS
808300OD

For rough operations, protect yourself with Advanced Tactical Knee Pad. 
These pads feature a new dual injection-molded fl ex cap design to maximize 
movement and comfort without giving up the slightest bit of protection. 
The closed-cell foam padding absorbs shock in heavy-impact situations 
and resists water absorption when treading through water. Adjustable to 
fi t any knee, these pads feature a contoured interior ledge to secure their 
positioning and a 600 Denier nylon shell to shield your knees from impact. 
When you strap on these pads, you’ll be assured of maximum comfort and 
movement while protecting your knees from the dangers of your operation.

Colors:



Colors:
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BOOTS

RIDGE NIGHTHAWK 6”
2006

Perform at your best without the risk of foot fatigue in the Ridge Nighthawk 
Mid duty boot. Weighing only 17-ounces per boot, these lightweight boots 
are built on a one-piece molded rubber outsole that maximizes shock 
absorption in the heel and grip on any surface. The lightweight upper is made 
with a heavy-duty leather and polyester blend for a protective, professional 
appearance. No matter where your work takes you, you can count on these 
boots to deliver maximum fl exibility and support all day long.

Features of Ridge Nighthawk Mid include Eyelet lacing for a precise fi t, 
Double stitching for long-lasting wear, Upper made with a leather/polyester 
blend, Protective, shock-absorbing heel, Molded, one-piece rubber outsole 
for improved grip, and a Removable insole.

Available sizes: 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14 (US)

RIDGE NIGHTHAWK 8”
2008

The Ridge 8” Nighthawk duty boots combine high quality comfort with smart 
construction. The boots fi t snugly to the heel for improved maneuverability 
and support, while the wide toe box allows the toes to splay more naturally, 
improving balance and agility. The upper is made with genuine leather and 
polyester for a breathable, comfortable feel. For added reinforcement, 
these boots also feature double stitching. The molded rubber outsole is slip-
resistant and provides excellent traction. Ridge’s 8” Nighthawk boots were 
built to perform and keep you comfortable all day.

Features of Ridge Nighthawk Mid include Eyelet lacing for a precise fi t, 
Double stitching for long-lasting wear, Upper made with a leather/polyester 
blend, Protective, shock-absorbing heel, Molded, one-piece rubber outsole 
for improved grip, and a Removable insole.

Available sizes: 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14 (US)

Colors:



Colors:
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BOOTS

TG OUTRIDER 8”
10312403

The Outrider was designed to help you stay a step ahead of the enemy. 
At just under 19 oz., it’s light enough to keep you quick on your feet. The 
abrasion-resistant suede leather and ballistic nylon upper is capped off  
with a full-rubber outsole for durability. A removable EVA cushion insole 
featuring a sponge rubber heel wedge makes for a responsive feel that 
returns energy with every step. Made with only the highest-quality materials 
and an intelligent design, the Outrider delivers the best possible boot at the 
best possible value.

Available sizes: 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14 (US)

CONDOR TACTICAL 9”
235006CB

The Condor 9” tactical boot is constructed with a 1800D fabric and full grain 
leather upper, as well as a lightweight polyurethane outsole, the Condor 
is built to keep you light on your feet and ready at all times. Its direct 
injected soling construction guarantees a sole that will never fall apart, no 
matter what the conditions. Additionally, the Aquashield waterproof bootie 
membrane ensures that you can trek through any environment. All materials 
that comprise of the Condor boot maintain high standards of quality and 
durability, giving you the most out of your boots.

Available sizes: 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13 (US)

Colors:



Colors:
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BOOTS

ORIGINAL SWAT 9”
165231

Move naturally and comfortably with the Original SWAT. The toebox and 
heel counter are made with custom-molded thermoplastic to provide 
precise lateral support and the heel stabilizer enhances stability. Original 
SWAT’s Flex-Lite Support System uses a molded nylon stability board with 
torsional support ridges to create fl exible support. The moisture-wicking 
lining along the interior features antimicrobial protection to keep your feet 
dry and healthy. The midsole absorbs shock to reduce fatigue and keep you 
comfortable in rough operations and the outsole is slip and oil resistant. 
These boots are also airport friendly, feature YKK side zippers with hook-
and-loop tab closures and come with a gusseted tongue to block debris and 
dirt.

Available sizes: 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14 (US)

RIDGE AIR-TAC PLUS 8”
235006CB

The Ridge Air-Tac is part of a new generation of the Air-Tac series, which 
introduced the fi rst dual-chamber air outsole in the black boot industry. This 
series is a popular item for police and military end-users. With its superior 
lightweight design and 1A carbon outsole, wearers can move fast and easily 
pivot with exceptional traction control. The YKK full-length curved zipper 
and and D-ring speed lacing design allows users to gear up in seconds. For 
durability and protection, the boot is made with a full-grain leather toe box 
and a ASTM F2413-05 certifi ed steel safety toe. With a vapor wick lining, new 
air heel system, and cushioned polyurethane midsole, these boots also off er 
premium comfort.

Available sizes: 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13 (US)Colors:



Colors:
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GLOVES

NIKE KNIT GLOVES
NK001

For the ultimate in cold weather mobility and fl exibility, slip on a pair of the 
Swoosh Knit gloves. Made from soft and warm acrylic and knit fabrication 
to provide extra comfort. When the temperature drops, heat up that next 
workout in the Swoosh Knit gloves.

Features 100% acrylic, Knit fabrication, Embroidered Swoosh logo, Semi-
fi tted wrists to lock in warmth.

Available sizes: S/M, L,/XL

MECHANIX WEAR FASTFIT
MFF-78

The supremely versatile Mechanix Wear FastFit work gloves are designed to 
handle any tough job while providing superior comfort and fl exibility. The 
TrekDry material prevents moisture build-up within the glove, so you can 
stay comfortable and focused on the task at hand. The reinforced thumb 
and index fi nger reduce wear and abrasion on the most used digits. The 
most innovative feature is the anatomically designed two-piece palm, 
which eliminates material bunching and provides a natural, ergonomic fi t. 
A synthetic leather layer on the palm maximizes dexterity and traction, 
while an elastic cuff  lets you put on and remove the gloves quickly. These 
gloves don’t come loose or slip off  when operating machinery, and the tough 
exterior material protects hands from debris and dust. Machine washable 
and extremely comfortable, these gloves will work as hard as you.

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Colors:



Colors:

Colors:
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GLOVES

MECHANIX WEAR
Mg-78

For optimal hand protection with superior fl exibility and comfort, the Original 
glove by Mechanix Wear delivers hardworking performance for any job. Built 
from TrekDry material to keep hands ventilated and sweat-free, this glove 
can handle constant abuse in every labor fi eld. A synthetic leather palm 
ensures a secure grip and tactile functionality. The index fi nger is double-
stitched for enhanced durability and will not wear out through multiple 
washings. There is a thermal plastic rubber wrist strap to support the fi rm 
hook and loop closure. Ideal for maintenance, home improvement, or heavy 
equipment operation, Mechanix Wear makes sure you stay protected where 
you need it most.

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL

ASSAULT HARD KNUCKLE GLOVES
FhK-42

The Assault hard Knuckle glove is constructed from Dupont fi re-resistant 
Nomex and premium quality hide.  This leather is soft, durable and hard 
wearing for use in the harshest of environments.  Both fi ngers and palms 
are protected with raised padding for additional protection.  All key areas 
are reinforced with double stitching.

Made From Premium Quality Leather, Nomex, hard Knuckle For Protection, 
Ergonomic Cut And Fit For Comfort, Double Stitched, Reinforced Etched 
Leather Palms, greater Dexterity, Improved grip, Multi-purpose Tactical 
glove, Flame And Flash Protection

Available sizes: S, M, L, XL



Colors:
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BELTS

NYLON TACTICAL BELT
F560375001

The Nylon Tactical Belt is suited for use in any situation, be it on duty or off . 
Made of heavy-duty nylon webbing, this utility belt is simple, yet reliable. 
It’s tough enough to accommodate concealed carry without undesirable 
sagging. The buckle is built to be easily adjustable and fi t a multitude of 
builds. Its sturdy material can withstand daily, long-term use. great for 
packing light, this belt is easy to put on and easy to remove. It’s a go-to belt 
option for a wide range of situations, operational and recreational.

Features Width of 1.5”, made of 100% heavy-duty nylon, Easy-to-use plastic 
buckle, Versatile, adjustable waist

Available sizes: 28”, 32”, 36”, 40”, 44”, 48”, 52”, 56”

UNIVERSAL BDU BELT
41UB01DE

The Universal BDU Belt is a simple, rugged tactical belt suited for uniform 
and plainclothes use in any fi eld of work. Lightweigth and 1.75-inch wide, 
this belt is made with fi eld-tested nylon webbing material that is ultra-
durable and stiff  enough to carry holsters, mag pouches, fl ashlights and 
other modular attachments. Its metal friction buckle is tough and keeps the 
belt tight throughout the day so you won’t have to keep adjusting it. It is 
designed to fi t waists up to 52 inches and work with most standard belt 
loops. If you need a straightforward, reliable tactical belt, look no further 
than the Blackhawk Universal BDU Belt.

One size fi ts all up to 52” waist

Colors:



Colors:
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BELTS

BATTLE TACTICAL BELT
TB-002

The Battle Tactical Belt is lightweight, convenient and made of a sturdy 
nylon material. It is suited to carry sidearms, extra magazines and any other 
accessories you may need. It is completely adjustable thanks to the durable, 
quick-release buckle. Two removable magazine pouches come with the belt 
to off er extra storage. The mag pouches also feature quick buckles for easy 
opening. This belt has an ergonomic, adaptable fi t for any body size, and is 
an invaluable tactical asset whether on duty, at the range, hunting or just 
enjoying some leisure time. Sturdy and reliable, it blends tactical utility with 
lightweight design.

One size fi ts all up to 46” waist

BATTLE CARTRIDGE BELT
74BC00BK

Width: 1.5”
Nylon belt with durable buckles
Universal Cartridge Belt
Fits up to 50” Waist.
Made in USA

Available sizes: handgun, Shotgun, Rifl e

Colors:



Colors:

Colors:
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ENHANCED BELT PAD
41PB00MC

The Enhanced Belt Pad is a convenient attachment for your tactical belt that 
provides two rows of webbing for full customization. The durable webbing 
can carry a large amount of gear with ease, including a weapon holster, 
mag pouches and other modular accessories. The 3D mesh construction is 
both rugged and breathable and provides long-lasting comfort for extended 
periods of wear. There is closed-cell foam padding that runs the length of 
the belt and is supremely comfortable when carrying multiple accessories. 
The non-slip lining ensures that the belt does not fall off , come loose or 
inhibit mobility in any way. Perfect for tactical operators who need extra 
storage space or carrying support, this belt does not disappoint.

Available sizes: S, M, L

BLACKHAWK BELT HARNESS
44h00

With the Blackhawk Belt harness, you’ll be able to relieve the discomfort 
caused by the weight of an equipment-fi lled duty belt. Specifi cally selected 
and funded by the National Institute of Justice to address hip and back 
pain, this harness works to eliminate many of the issues often associated 
with external suspender systems. This harness is compatible with most 
concealment armor packages and accommodates duty belts up to 2.25 
inches wide. With no moving parts to fail and a broad fi tting range for use 
with all body and body armor types, this harness shoulders some of the 
burden of your heavy duty belt. It can also be worn under a duty shirt with 
slight modifi cations.

Selected and funded by the National Institute of Justice to address back 
and hip pain, Designed to ease discomfort caused by the weight of an 
equipment-fi lled duty belt, Broad fi t range for any body type or body armor 
type, Prevents issues commonly found with external suspender systems, 
Compatible with most concealment armor packages.
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